Cobra Exposed!!

This Australian website has posted the who is registration for Cobra’s blog:


Domain ID:D166340912-LROR
Domain Name:PORTAL2012.ORG
Created On:14-Aug-2012 12:10:14 UTC
Last Updated On:14-Aug-2012 13:33:45 UTC
Expiration Date:14-Aug-2013 12:10:14 UTC
Sponsoring Registrar:eNom, Inc. (R39-LROR)
Status:CLIENT TRANSFER PROHIBITED
Status:TRANSFER PROHIBITED
Curiously, there is a blogtalkradio show with Ishtar Antares here, from a few years ago:


If you listen to the interview, you will have no doubt that this is Cobra’s voice, unaltered by electronics.

Of note is the accent, speech pattern similarities, overall tonal quality and the signature word “actually” in the beginning of every sentence.

Additionally this German guy investigated the same whois registration info and also found some very odd stuff, which he posted here (google translate the German pdf in the link):

Click to access betrugsvorwrc3bcrfe-gegen-cobra.pdf
(http://nebadonien.files.wordpress.com/2012/08/betrugsvorwrc3bcrfe-gegen-cobra.pdf)

Apparently there was also a Former White Hat’s report on July 9. In it, there was no registration info, but they’d contacted Cobra with a donation offer, and he gave them the same email address as above for PayPal payments:


From another site we know that he is also “a priest of sacred sexuality” and does workshops on tantric sex in the US on a regular basis:
http://www.freewebs.com/sensualwisdom/Articles/Number%2011/20-%2009.04.doc

Looks like he also has a side antique business: http://www.antiques.com/classified_items.php?SeArChItEmS=&startrage=&endrange=&catid=363&GoPageNo=112

In his own words:

“I live and work in Slovenia. I lead Galactic Tantra seminars and am a Cosmic astrology consultant…. I like to do workshops worldwide and I can travel anywhere if there are people interested to hear what I have to say. I am enclosing my program of activities. My contact phone number is cellular: 386 40 236 600 and my email is antarion@volja.net. The source of my information is Ashtar and Krotron of the Ashtar Command, the Pleiadians and a physical source that once belonged to the Resistance Movement. I belong to the Antara Star Family that originates from the Pleiades”.

Since at least 2004, Ishtar has been re-posting the same 5 articles about the Underground Kingdom & the Earth Liberation Plan, on different blogs with no changes whatsoever. And Cobra has been trickle-posting the same material on his blog.

Ishtar’s Facebook page https://www.facebook.com/ishtar.antares in the comments to some photos he is mentioning a joint project with NASA, that we can monitor through a special link. Sometimes he is throwing some coded info to it, like L0, etc. (He has NASA clearance, really?)

Looking at the content of Ishtar’s book “Ascension Star”, one would find that it is the exact match of the topics of Cobra’s upcoming conferences.

I have read it and I reserve my opinion, however some reviewers comment: “…some info was resonating but a lot of suspicious twisted words…is all about inviting Ascended masters back here on Earth to save us…. the book doesn’t say specifically who those masters are, but a couple of times mentions some dolphin-looking beings from Sirius…” Would this be the reason why Cobra’s weekly meditation instructions want us to visualize the “unicorns, dolphins, ascended masters and other beings from the astral plane”, and “do them as instructed, or it will not work”?

On this website Ishtar Antares is suggesting a prayer in the name of Lord Jesus Sananda: http://lightworkers.org/blog/63591/liberation-planet-earth-ishtar-antares .

Finally, on July 31 Former White Hat posted a follow-up which included this from ‘a Girl’:
http://formerwhitehat.wordpress.com/2012/07/31/a-note-on-cobraishtar-antares/ (http://formerwhitehat.wordpress.com/2012/07/31/a-note-on-cobraishtar-antares/)

So, does all this look like a profile of a Resistance Messenger in hiding? If Cobra really had to protect his life and the lives of his loved ones, would he register the blog under a name and email address that had a full internet life! If the Cabal felt he was a threat, wouldn’t he be history by now?

People longing for Liberation will readily have your back and follow your every word, but that makes them easy victims too. I don’t wish to smear anyone, but we really must be careful whom we are giving our energy to and what kind of “Ascended Monsters” we might be unknowingly and inadvertently inviting.

Note: Cobra does not Represent the Pleiadian’s, nor the real Galactic Federation or the Andromedan Council.
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7 thoughts on “Cobra Exposed!!”

ShaTwanee Hosket says:
October 3, 2012 at 1:24 am
WELL, I CAN’T SAY THAT I AM SURPRISED~

Reply
ShaTwanee Hosket says:
October 17, 2012 at 4:45 am
I DO NOT MAKE JUDGEMENTS ON THESE THINGS~ I BELIEVE THAT MOST ‘STUFF’ ON THE NET IS HALF TRUTHS AND THE OTHER HALF IS PURE B.S..... WE WILL SEE HOW THINGS PAN OUT OVER TIME IF COBRA IS REAL OR NOT.

Reply
Teasy says:
October 3, 2012 at 10:27 am
Thank you for sharing your research; very nice to see a little more background info.

Right now I’m listening to the blogtalkradio interview from 2009 that you mentioned, and from my point of view all of the given information correlates very closely with most (if not all) of the other channeled and non-channeled information that has proven to be accurate so far.
This includes, or so I have been fortunate to find, various ‘technologies’ that are elaborately demonstrated on YouTube, such as ‘free energy’ devices, everyone’s innate healing powers/abilities, the power of your own thoughts and emotions, as well as ‘simple’ 3D ‘products’.

Reply
renegade2light says:
October 17, 2012 at 4:39 am
Indeed ..

Reply
renegade2light says:
May 4, 2013 at 6:48 pm
Reblogged this on renegade2light's Blog.

Reply
Christine says:
October 15, 2013 at 3:18 am
not surprised at all, just did not resonate with me after the first meditations….

Reply
renegade2light says:
December 12, 2013 at 10:32 pm
Ishtar is a fraud also.. Research him
In the terra papers by Robert morning sky.

Reply
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